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IGoR - IoT GNSS Low-cost Receiver:
accuracy against Final ZTD @ IGS station WROC

Final IGS, geodetic grade receiver
Real-time, geodetic grade receiver
Real-time, IGoR ($\sigma_{ZTD}=4.1$ mm)
Real-time, u-blox receiver & antenna
Real-time, u-blox receiver & antenna + ground plane

2\sigma \leq 15 \text{ mm } ZTD \approx 2.3 \text{ kg/m}^2 \text{ IWV}
2\sigma \leq 8 \text{ mm } ZTD \approx 1.2 \text{ kg/m}^2 \text{ IWV}
**Local Network of Low-Cost GNSS Receivers:**

ZTD & ΔZWD (ΔIWV) time series; high-res WRF as reference

- 17 low-cost stations @ c.a. 300 km²
- ≥13 for 15 days (since DoY 72, 2021)
- dynamic weather conditions

\[
IWV = \frac{ZWD}{Q}
\]

\[
Q = 10^{-6} \rho_w R_w \left( \frac{k_3}{T_m} + \left( k_2 - k_1 \frac{M_w}{M_d} \right) \right)
\]


\[
\Delta IWV = \Delta ZWD
\]

% of ΔZWD (ΔIWV) exceeding 1σ / 2σ / 3σ = 31% / 11% / 4%
LOCAL NETWORK OF LOW-COST GNSS RECEIVERS:

ZWD & ΔIWV distribution and dynamics

ZWD [mm]
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Real-time ZTD from a local network of low-cost dual-frequency GNSS receivers

ZWD & IWV videos:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1gisBn7WurAVhtcW0BZK2AR_f2OMCfMP

Thank you!
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